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so the individual tends to believe that the collective effort is not
only something far superior to a congeries of individual efforts,, but
that, as an effort, it exists apart from individual effort. By insistence
on the collectivity the sense of personality is lost, and with it
the sense of individual responsibility for the collectivity, till by
a queer paradox the individual in proportion as the collectivity
takes more solid form begins to lose sense of himself as a part
of the collectivity. The collectivity becomes something with
responsibility towards him, and his own personal prosperity—
a not unfair conclusion in such a complexity as a modern
civilization—is always someone else's business. It is fatally easy
to identify that someone else with the government. That was
particularly true of the German brought up to the tradition of
paternal government and moderate state Socialism, of government
which, to give it its due., was successfully paternal. He asked
therefore of a republican government that it should be no less
paternal; if it was not, if it was not the guarantor of wages and
profits, away with it. To secure republicanixation meant the
affording of proof that under the republic things would go better
than under the empire, regarded now by the older voter as a
golden age. Now it was exceedingly unlikely that in the post-war
world of transition tilings would or could go better* The only
hope., therefore, for the republican politician was to make real
that passage in the constitution which derives all power from
the people, and by making the nation identify itself with the
government throw back some of the responsibility forced upon
him.
The gulf between the people and the "state" was concealed
by excitement aroused by elections, by the reality of local
politics, and by the fact that the more the German affirms that
Bismarck was right in calling him a non-political animal, the more
he talks politics. It was not apparent to many Germans because*
preoccupied with foreign politics, they saw in the conduct of
foreign policy evidence of the effectiveness of the majority vote.
Simply because he did vote, it was invisible to the average Ger-
man because it could so easily be filled with election statistics* But
once the fact was gripped that there was a gulf, and that actually

